
PROBABILITY METHODS IN SOME PROBLEMS OF ANALYSIS 
AND NUMBER THEORY 

M. KAC 

1. Introduction. In 1922 Rademacher [ l ] 1 introduced the functions 

(1.1) rn{t) = sign sin 2nnt, 0 ^ / ^ 1, n = 1, 2, • • • , 

and proved that the series 

(1.2) Z^nW 
i 

converges almost everywhere provided 

(1.3) £ < £ < « > . 
l 

In 1925 Kolmogoroff and Khintchine [ l ] generalized this result and 
also proved the counterpart to the effect that 

(1.4) Z d l =«> 
1 

implies divergence almost everywhere of (1.2). The probabilistic 
nature of these results (first recognized by Steinhaus [l]) becomes 
apparent when one notices that the Rademacher functions rn(t) are 
statistically independent, that is, have the property that 

(1.5) | E {nit) < a i , - . • ,rn(t) < an) | = U I E {rk(t) < ak}\,* 

for n — 2, 3, • • • and all real cei, «2, • • • . 
Following the natural line of development, Kolmogoroff [ l ; 2] was 

led to his celebrated necessary and sufficient conditions (the "three 
series theorem") for convergence of series, 

(1-6) £ ƒ » « ) , 

An address delivered before the Annual Meeting of the Society in Columbus, Ohio, 
on December 28, 1948, by invitation of the Committee to Select Hour Speakers for 
Annual and Summer Meetings; received by the editors November 1, 1948. 

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. 
2 Here, as in the sequel, E { } denotes the set of ^s satisfying the condition inside 

the braces, and ( A\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set A. 
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of arbitrary independent functions or, equivalently, series of inde
pendent random variables. 

Simultaneously with the above development another theory was 
being evolved. In 1924 Kolmogoroff [3] proved that (1.3) also implies 
the convergence almost everywhere of the trigonometric gap series, 

00 

(1.7) ^2 Ck sin lirUkty 
l 

where {tik} is a sequence of integers satisfying the "Hadamard gap" 
condition 

(1.8) m>q>l. 
tik 

A few years later Zygmund [l ] proved the counterpart of this result 
to the effect that (1.4) implies divergence almost everywhere of (1.7). 

The analogies in behavior of Rademacher series (1.2) and trigo
nometric gap series (1.7) were so striking that considerable attention 
was devoted to the subject. 

Paley and Zygmund [ l ; 2; 3] discovered many other important 
analogies and discussed a variety of related topics while Banach [l ] 
was led to a general study of so-called "lacunary series" which include 
as special cases both Rademacher and trigonometric gap series. 

One important analogy, however, escaped investigation. Since the 
Rademacher functions are independent, it follows from the central 
limit theorem of the calculus of probability that 

(1.9) lim JE <[ D ckrk(t) < co I £ ck\ \ = (2T)-U*J tr^Hu 

provided 

(l.io) i>* = «> 
l 

and 

(1.11) max | cfc| = 0<( ] £ o ! ) \ . 
i^k£n (A i / ; 

It was only natural to inquire whether a similar result holds if the 
fk(t) are replaced by sin lirnut or, more generally, by fifikt). This prob
lem was the starting point of a series of investigations which will be 
reviewed in Part I. 
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Part II will be devoted to a review of a class of results in analytic 
number theory which again have been strongly influenced by the 
central limit theorem and other probabilistic results. 

The limitations of time prevent us from reviewing other fields 
(notably the theory of almost periodic functions) in which methods of 
probability theory were successfully employed. 

PART I. G A P SERIES 

2. The trigonometric cases. One of the oldest tools of probability 
theory is the method of moments. The following lemma was first used 
by Tchebysheff: 

If a sequence of distribution functions crn(u) is such that for 
/ = 0, 1, 2, • • • 

(2.1) 

then 

(2.2) 

Hm f uld<rn(u) = (27T)-1'2 f uh'^'Hu, 

lim <r„(w) = (27T)-1'2 f " e—! 

n-»oo J _w 

>Hu 

for every real co. 
By a simple restatement of this result we obtain the following: 

If fn(t) is a sequence of measurable functions denned in (0, 1) and if 
f o r 1 = 1 , 2, • • • 

(2.3) 

then 

lim f /n(t)dt = (27T)-1'2 f ule-*l»du, 

(2.4) lim | E {fn(t) < a) j = (2ir)-W f " e~^>Hu. 

This suggests an attack on the problem of determining the limit of 

n 

X) Ck sin lirrikt 

(2.5) 

i (?-r 
<co 

as n—» oo. 
If instead of the gap condition 
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(2.6) njc+i/tik > q> 1 

we have the stronger condition 

(2.7) % i / w i - > » , 

then, letting 

X) Ch sin lirrikt 

fn(t) = 2*/2-
" « \ l / 2 

m it is quite easy to verify that (2.3) holds provided ck"=0(l) or, more 
generally, 

(2.8) max | ck\ = o\( X > * ) > 

and 

(2.9) Z 4 = ^ . 
l 

Thus under conditions (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) (Kac [l]) 

E < ]T) ck sin 2TTW^ <<*>( — Z ) c * ) (\ 
\ l \ 2 i / / 

(2.10) 1 
= (27T)-1/2 r e-*w2/2^. 

The verification of (2.3) in the case of the gap condition (2.6) is 
more delicate. I t was first done by Erdös in 1940, under the condition 
£& = 0(1), but the proof was not published. It actually turns out that 
the proof can be carried out under the less restrictive condition (2.8).8 

In 1947 Fortet and Ferrand [l ] announced a proof of (2.10) under the 
gap condition (2.6) but failed to state any restrictions on the Ck's. This 
omission led Salem and Zygmund [ l ] to believe that the Fortet-Fer-
rand proof must have been incomplete. They then proceeded to give 
a proof of (2.10) using an adaptation of the method of characteristic 
functions rather than the method of moments. They also proved that 
(2.8) is a necessary condition for the validity of (2.10), thus making 
the analogy with sums s.!? CkTkify complete. 

This proof will appear in a paper by Erdös, Ferrand, Fortet and Kac. 
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In a subsequent paper Salem and Zygmund [2] extended (2.10) to 
the case where the nus are not necessarily integers. This extension 
had also been announced by Fortet and Ferrand [ l ] . In this case 
(unlike the case of integral tik) there is a definite advantage in using 
the Salem-Zygmund method because the moment method becomes 
rather tedious. 

Among various extensions of the above results we mention one 
because we feel that it is of independent interest. 

Let 

(2.11) 

where 

(2.12) 

and 

(2.13) 

For 0<r 

(2.14) 

<1 , set 

F(z) = 52 **»"*. 
0 

0 fth 

max | Ch | = 0 i ( !LCA >. 

/ l r2* \1 / 2 

M(r) = (— 1 \F(reie)\2dd) 

and consider the set £r(S2) of those 6 for which 

F(reie) 
(2.15) -777Teü> 

M(r) 
where fl is a measurable set. 

Then 

(2.16) lim | Er(Q)\ = 2 f f e~^2+^dudv 
r-+l J J Q 

(Salem and Zygmund [2]* and for an earlier weaker version Kac [ l]) . 

3. The general case. In view of the results of the preceding section 
it has been conjectured that for sufficiently restricted periodic (with 
period 1) ƒ(/) satisfying the normalization condition 

(3.1) f f(t)dt = 0 
J o 
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and for integers »* satisfying (2.6) the limit 

(3.2) lim LE { £ f(nkf) < ww1'2} 

is again given by a properly normalized Gaussian integral. (We first 
consider the simple case c* = l , £ = l , 2 , • • • . ) 

I t thus came as a surprise when simultaneously and independently 
of each other, Erdös and Fortet constructed an example showing that 
the limit (3.2) need not be Gaussian. The example4 is 

(3.3) ƒ(*) = cos 2TT/ + cos 4TT*, nk = 2k - 1, 

in which case the limit (3.2) can be shown to be 

ƒ
I 1 /* Ci)/2| COS TX\ 

I e—'dudx 

0 J -co 

(Kac [2]). 
More complicated examples can be constructed for which the limit 

(3.2) need not even exist. 
The interest of the Erdös-Fortet example is enhanced by the fact 

that for nic = 2k one has the following general theorem (Fortet [ l ] , 
Kac [3]): 

If f(t) is periodic with period 1 and either satisfies a Lipschitz con
dition or is of bounded variation5 and if furthermore 

(3.5) f f(t)dt = 0 

and 

(3.6) lim — f ( £ / ( 2 * / ) ) dt = cr2 ^ 0, 
n->w ft J o \ 1 / 

then 

I ( A ) \ (2TT)-1/2 C W . 
(3.7) lim \E < E ƒ(2*0 < «»1/f> = — I *-* /2fl 

n-»oo I ' l l ) I (T J — oo 
Thus the arithmetic structure of the sequence {#&} is of relevance 
except in the case ƒ(t) = sin 2TT2 (or somewhat more generally ƒ(/) 
= a sin lirt+b cos 27r/). The result (3.7) clearly indicates that, in 

4 In Salem and Zygmund [2] this example is erroneously credited to Erdös alone. 
6 These conditions can be slightly relaxed. See Kac [3]. It should be clear that here 

and henceforth 2k can be replaced by ak
t where a is an integer greater than 1. 

2du. 
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general, the functions f(2H) do not behave as if they were inde
pendent. In fact, if they did, one would expect 

J 0 

instead of (3.6). As Fortet [l] points out the dependence exhibited 
by f(2n)t is very much like that in a Markoff chain. In the treatment 
of Kac [3] the dependence of f(2nt) is also brought out but un
fortunately the connection with Markoff chains is lost. 

It was pointed out by Erdös (see the final remark in Kac [3]) that 
(3.7) can be extended as follows: 

If 

(3.S) E 4 = ^ , ** = 0(1) 
1 

and if 

ƒ (È, crf(2*A dt 
(3.9) lim inf — - > 0, 

»-** <A 2 

1 

then 

lim IE J è **/(2**) < */ ƒ ( Z ckf(2H)\ dt\ 11 
(3.10) 

It may be worth mentioning that from (3.7) it is not difficult to 
conclude that 

lim |JE j è / ( ( 2 * - l ) 0 < « » 1 / 1 } | (3.11) »-» M l i ; I 

- J L / 7 ' e~u*dud%y 

where g(#) is defined as follows: 
Assume for the sake of simplicity that f(t) is even, so that 

f if) ~ X) an cos 27rnt 
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(#0 = 0 in view of (3.5)) and set, for 5 = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 
00 

a*(0 = S 0(2«+i)2» cos 2T(2S + 1)2% 

A(0 = Z 0(*+i>«» sin 2TT(2S + 1)2% 

then 

/ A 2 2 \ 1 / 2 

(3.12) «W = [EW*) + AWJ . 
This, of course, includes (3.4) as a special case. I t is somewhat curious 
to note that if ƒ(/) contains no even harmonics (an = 0, n even) we 
get 

(3.13) g(x) = const. = (2 f f2(t)dt) 

and the distribution function on the right of (3.11) is again normal. 
An extension of (3.11) to sums 

£ ckf((2" - 1)0 
1 

does not appear to be easy. 
In contradistinction to the complex situation which prevails in the 

case of Hadamard gaps ttk+i/nk>q> 1, the case of "big gaps" 

(3.14) njc+i/tik - > <*> 

is relatively simple. In fact we have the following theorem: 
If / W (periodic with period 1) satisfies a Lipschitz condition or is 

of bounded variation and if (3.5), (2.8) and (3.14) hold, then 

(3.15) 

lim £ < 22 Ckf(mt) <o>[ Z^Ck) > 
m~+co I ' l l \ 1 / ; 

(2w)-112 rw 2 2 
= — I e-»*i»*du, 

<r J — 0 

where 

(3.16) <72= f j\t)dk 
J 0 

The proof follows from the following two facts : 
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1. The theorem holds for a finite trigonometric polynomial 

i 

(3.17) Si(f) = X) ar cos 2rrt. 

2. For every €>0 one can choose an Si(t) (namely, a sufficiently 
high partial sum of the Fourier series of ƒ(/)) in such a way that 

ƒ
» 1 / m m \ 2 m 

( V ckf(nkt) - X) CkSi(nkt) ) <// < e £ ck, 
o \ i l / l 

for all tn. 
The first part can be proved by the method of moments and only 

slight modifications of the procedure used in Kac [ l ] are required. 
The proof of the second part parallels proofs of analogous statements 
in Kac [3] and [4]. 

I t should be mentioned that Salem and Zygmund [2] showed that 
for 

i 

(3.19) ƒ(/) = ] £ ar cos 2irrt 

the conclusion (3.15) holds with (3.14) replaced by 

(3.20) nk+1/nk^ q>l/j. 

In view of the Erdös-Fortet example this condition is best possible. 
The smoothness conditions imposed on f(t) are needed in the proof of 
(3.18).6 The result (3.15) renders obsolete a weaker result in §5 of Kac 
[3]. 

4. Convergence and divergence of gap series. From (3.15) it fol
lows almost immediately that 

(4.1) Z^/(M 
l 

diverges almost everywhere provided 

(4.2) f>î=oo. 
i 

For the Hadamard gaps the situation again becomes complex. We 
note first that, in general, divergence of ^ 4 does not imply di
vergence almost everywhere of (4.1). In fact (Kac [4]), setting 

6 In proving (3.7) and (3.11) one also needs approximation theorems of type (3.18). 
Thus the necessity of imposing smoothness conditions on ƒ(/). 
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(4.3) ƒ(*) = g(t) - g(2t), m = 2*, Ck = —> 

we see that (4.2) is satisfied while the series (4.1) converges for every 
t. 

However, for the case ^ = 2*, we can appeal to (3.10) and obtain 
the following: 

If (4.2), c* = 0 ( l ) and, in addition, 

ƒ (Zckf(2H)\dt 
(4.4) lim inf - > 0 , 

n n-*w 

then 

(4.5) X>*/(2*/) 
1 

diverges almost everywhere. 
I t is seen that in the example (4.3) the condition (4.4) is violated. 
I t is worth pointing out that the full strength of (3.10) is not 

really needed. I t is sufficient to know that 

ƒ ill ckf{2H)\ dt 
(4.6) lim - - = 3 = (27T)-1/2 f u*e-u*lHu. 

In fact, setting 

Fn{t) = 
2 \ 1/2 

we have 

/
F*n(t)dt = 1, lim f Fn(/)^/ = 3 

0 n-*oo t/ o 

and it is easy to show that Fn(t) cannot approach 0 almost every
where.7 Consequently (4.4) cannot converge almost everywhere and 

7 In fact, the measure of the set on which Fn(t) converges to 0 cannot exceed 2/3. 
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hence must diverge almost everywhere. That the series (4.4) must 
converge or diverge almost everywhere is due to the fact that the gap 
sequence is 2k. For general gap sequences this may not be true. 

I t is an interesting open problem to decide whether the series 

]£ Ckf(nrf), > q > 1, 
l nk 

can converge (diverge) on a set of positive measure without converg
ing (diverging) almost everywhere. 

With the exception of the case nk=s2k, the whole question of di
vergence of series (4.1) for Hadamard gaps is also open. 

In the trigonometric case, divergence of (4.2) implies divergence 
almost everywhere of 

00 

y] Ck sin lirrikt 
l 

even in the case when the fikS are not integers. This follows from 
(2.10) which can be regarded as a natural generalization of the result 
of Zygmund [ l ] and its extension to the non-harmonic case (Kac [5], 
Hartman [ l ] ) . 

As far as convergence is concerned the situation is somewhat more 
satisfactory. We have, in fact, the following theorem (Kac [4]): 

If 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

and 

(4.9) 

then 

(4.10) 

converges 

(4.11) 

f(t + 1) = ƒ(*), 

r mu - o, 
J 0 

l/co-zeol^tfl'-'T. 

2^ Ckf(nkt)t > q > 1, 
l nk 

almost everywhere provided 
00 

J^Ck < » . 
1 

0 < a g 1, 

In contrast with previous results we are unable here to relax condition 
(4.9). However, at the expense of further restrictions on the sequence 
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{tik}, condition (4.9) can be considerably weakened. More specifically, 
we have the following: 

li f(t) satisfies (4.7), (4.8) and if for some a, 0 < a ^ l , 

(4.12) f (f(t+h)-M)*it£Mh** 
J o 

and 
eo 

(4.13) 2^ 2-«<̂ *+i-mjb> < oo, 
1 

then (4.11) implies convergence almost everywhere of the series 

(4.14) X>*/(2™*/) 
l 

(ntk integers). (For a weaker result see Izumi and Kawata [l] and for 
a still weaker one Kac [ó]). The interest of this theorem, in spite of 
its specialized character, lies in the fact that it can be deduced from 
KolmogorofFs theorem concerning convergence of series of inde
pendent functions. 

The proof is based on constructing a sequence of independent func
tions gkif) such that 

(4.15) f gk(t)dt = 0, fe=l, 2, . . . , 
J o 

(4.16) X>* f g\(t)dt< c» 
1 •/ 0 

and 

(4.17) £ f |/(2«»0 - f t ( 0 l « < • • 
l J o 

That the existence of gk(t) implies our theorem is obvious since by 
KolmogorofTs theorem (Kolmogoroff [l; 2]), (4.15) and (4.16) imply 
that 

00 

1 

converges almost everywhere and (4.17) implies (since CA, = 0 ( 1 ) ) that 
00 00 

X c*g»(J) and £ c*/(2m*0 
i l 
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are equiconvergent almost everywhere. 
To construct the gk(t) divide the interval (0, 1) into 2r equal sub-

intervals and set 

ƒ
, (AH-l)2-r 

f(x)dx, 

* 2 - £t<(k + 1)2--; k - 0, 1, • • • , 2' - 1. 

It is evident that 

f\f(t)-Mt)ydt 
J o 

(4.19) 
V J 2 ' - l I * (&+l)2 y» (fc+l)2 ' 

I > - (ƒ(/) - f(s))*dtds. 
k^Q I J k2~r •/ &2""r 
fc^O ^ •/ A;2~r •/ &2" 

By an elementary change of variables we have 
1 f.(k+l)2~r ^(fc+l)2'" 

2 ^ fc2~r ^ A;2" 

>2~r x» (fc+l)2"7'--/i 

\ (fit) - f(s)ydtds 
k2~r J k2~r 

/

•2~ r p (k+l)2~r~h 

(fit + h)- f(t)Ydtdh 
0 J k2~r 

/

•2~r p (*+l)2- r 

I (ƒ(* + A) - Myitdh 

and consequently 
1 9""r 1 

f (ƒ«) ~ frit)Ydt ^ 2' f f (ƒ(* + h) - f(t))Htdh 
Jo J o J o 

M 
^ 2~ira. 
~ 2 a + 1 

Finally, 

f * | f(2«H) - fri2mH) | * - f | ƒ(/) - ƒ,«) I dt 
J 0 v 0 

^ ( ) 2-"». 
\2a + 1/ 

Setting 

(4.20) gk(t) = fmh+l-mi2mH) 

it is easy to verify that the gkit) are independent and satisfy (4.15), 
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(4.16) and (4.17) 

S. Further results concerning convergence of gap series. Let ƒ(/) 
satisfy the conditions (4.7) and (4.8), and in addition assume that 

(5.1) ( ƒ ( * ) - Sn(t)Ydt = 0(lg n)-«, 
J 0 

where a>0 and Sn(t) is the nth partial sum of the Fourier series of 
ƒ(£)• I t can then be shown (Kac, Salem and Zygmund [l]) tha t : 

(a) If a > 2 the series 

(5.2) f ] cjcfimt), — > q > 1, 
l nk 

converges almost everywhere, provided 

A 2 2 
(5.3) 2^ck log k < oo. 

i 

(b) If a^2, the series 

(5.4) S-rrr ' —>«>i. 
l kx~s nk 

converges almost everywhere, provided 

(5.5) 8<a/4. 

The nus need not be integers. 
I t follows immediately that under condition (5.1) 

1 m 

(5.6) lim — £ƒ(»*<) « 0 

almost everywhere. 
Erdös [ l ] pointed out that (5.6) holds under the weaker condition 

•/ o 
(5-7) (ƒ(*) - Snijdt = 0(lg Ig f»)"1-, 6 > 0 . 

•/ o 

What is, however, more interesting is that he was able to construct 
an / ( / ) £ L 2 and a gap sequence {nk} of integers for which 

(5.8) lim sup — 2^ J{njct) = oo. 
m-*oo M i 

From (5.8) it follows a fortiori tha t 
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(5.9) i «£ 
1 k 

diverges almost everywhere. 
In view of this example it is apparent that in convergence theorems 

of gap series some restrictions on the function ƒ(/) (like (4.9), (4.12), 
or (5.1)) are necessary. 

Let us finally mention that, for w& = 2*, (5.6) follows from the ergodic 
theorem (F. Riesz [ l ] , Raikov [l]) for every ƒ G i . We have here 
another example of the extreme sensitivity of gap theorems to the 
arithmetic structure of the gap sequence. 

I t is an open question whether for nu — qk and q > 1 not an integer, 
(5.6) holds for all ƒ £ £ , or at least for all f£L\ 

PART II . DISTRIBUTIONS OF ADDITIVE NUMBER-THEORETIC FUNCTIONS 

6. Preliminary remarks. A f u n c t i o n / ^ ) , w = l, 2, • • • , is called 
additive if 

(6.1) f(mn) = ƒ(*»)+ƒ (») 

whenever 

(6.2) (m,n) = 1. 

An additive function is thus completely determined if one knows 

(6.3) f(Pa)> P a prime, a = 1, 2, • • • . 

The function f(n) is called strongly additive if 

(6.4) f(po) = f(p), a = 2, 3, . - . . 

The simplest examples of strongly additive functions are 

(6.5) v(n) = number of prime divisors of n 

(each prime divisor counted once) and 

(6.6) log <l>(n)/n, 

where c/>(n) is Euler's function. 
In the first example f(p) = 1 and in the second f(p) =log (1 — 1/p). 

Let, for p a prime, 

p\ n> 

p\n. 
(6.7) PM = |J' 

With this notation the strongly additive function ƒ(n) can be written 
in the form 
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(6.8) f{n) « J2f(p)fi,(n). 
P 

If pu P2, • • • , pt are distinct primes it follows trivially that 

r 

(6.9) 0{pPl(n) = € i , . . - , pPr(») = er} = U<D{pPk(n) = €*}, 

where D { } denotes the density of integers which satisfy the condi
tion inside the braces and each e can be either 0 or 1. Formula (6.9) 
expresses the fact that the functions pp(n) are statistically independent 
and one might expect that the theory of addition of independent 
random variables can be applied to distribution problems of additive 
arithmetic functions. 

Since the density is only a finitely additive measure, probability 
theorems will be directly applicable only if a finite number of pps 
is involved. Thus one can apply probability theorems to "truncated" 
functions 

f kin) = XMPPW. 
P<k 

The passage from theorems concerning fk(n) to theorems concerning 
f(n) must by necessity employ number theoretic arguments and it is 
these arguments that usually constitute the deeper parts of the 
proof. However, without the probabilistic connections it would have 
been extremely difficult even to guess some of the theorems. 

7. The Hardy-Ramanujan theorem and its generalizations. In 
1917 Hardy and Ramanujan [ l ] proved that almost every integer m 
has approximately lg lg m prime divisors. 

The precise formulation is as follows: If ^(m)—»oo (arbitrarily 
slowly) the density of integers for which 

(7.1) lg lg m — \[/(fn)(lg lg m)1/2 < v{m) < lg lg m + ^(w)(lg lg m)lf2 

is 1. 
Due to the slowness with which lg lg m increases we have the 

equivalent formulation: If qn is the number of integers m, l ^ w g w , 
for which 

(7.2) lglg n - *(n)0glg n)1'2 < v(m) < lg lg n + *(n)(lglg rc)1/2, 

then 

(7.3) ? « / » - • 1. 

The original proof of this theorem was quite lengthy and was based on 
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estimates of the number TTk(n) of integers not greater than n which 
have exactly k prime divisors. 

In 1936 Turân [ l ] gave an extremely simple and ingenious proof 
of (7.3) based on the easily verifiable relationship 

n 

22 (v(m) - lg lg n)2 

(7.4) lim — = 1. 
n-*« n lg lg n 

To get (7.3) one need only notice that 

n 

2 {v{m) — lg lg n)2 

m=i (n - qnW(n) 
n lg lg n n 

One recognizes here immediately the familiar device of estimating 
probabilities of deviations from the second moment (TchebyshefFs 
inequality). A slight restatement of (7.4) is highly suggestive. 

Let kn(co) be the number of integers m, l ^ m ^ w , for which 

v(m) - lg lg n 
(7.5) < o). 

( lglg*)1 / 2 

Set 

(7.6) <rn(co) = kn(w)/n, 

note that <rw(a>) is a distribution function and 
n 

X) (v(rn) - lg lg n)2 

(7.7) — — = f °° W»W«). 
n lg lg n J -oo 

Formula (7.4) can now be written as 

(7.8) l i m f a>2d<rn(a>) = 1 

and it also follows simply that 

(7.9) lim f o)d(rn(o)) = 0. 
n-*» J „.go 

Since 

(7.10) v(m) = E P P W 
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is a sum of independent functions one might guess that, in some 
sense, the distribution of v{m) will be normal. Formulas (7.8) and 
(7.9) suggest then that we might have 

(7.11) lim f œkd<rn(œ) = {lir)-1'2 f « V 1 ' * * » 

for & = 3, 4, • • • , in which case it would follow that 

(7.12) lim an((o) = lim - ^ - = ^TT)" 1 ' 2 f * <r»%'*du. 

Unfortunately it does not seem easy to carry out the proof along 
these lines because of the difficulties involved in calculating the 
higher moments 

n 

X) (?(m) - lg lg»)* 

(7.13) — 
»(lglg»)*'« 

We mention this approach because it is the most straightforward and, 
in our opinion, well worth pursuing. 

A special case of (7.12), namely, 

(7.14) limo-w(0) = 1/2, 
W-»oo 

was proved by Erdös [2] in 1937. This proof used a simplified version 
(due to Landau) of Brun's method. By a slight modification of Erdös' 
argument one can obtain (7.12) for every œ (LeVeque [ l]) . In fact, 
the only reason why Erdös did not prove (7.12) in its full generality 
seems to be that he was unaware of the formula 

(7.15) lim e~* £ ) — = ^TT)" 1 ' 2 f " e-*%'*du, 
x~>«> Jc<x+ux1/2 É ! J ~oo 

except for the special case co = 0. 
I t might be of interest to give a heuristic argument which indicates 

how (7.15) is related to the problem of the distribution of v(m). 
Denoting by irk(n) the number of integers not greater than n hav

ing exactly k prime divisors we have 

(7.16) £n(co)= £ Th(n). 
k<lglgn+o»(lglgn)^ 

The classical result of Landau to the effect that 
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n (lglgw)*"1 

(7.17) Tk(n) ~ 
l g » ( * - 1)1 

makes it plausible that 

*»(«) 1 v - (Iglgw)*-1 

(7.18) 
lg » /fc<lglgn+w(lglgn)l/2 (fc — 1)1 

Now (7.12) follows from (7.15) by pu t t ingx = lglgn. 
The method of Erdös [2] was applicable only to v(m) but in 1939 

Erdös and Kac [l ] proved a general theorem which also established 
a pattern of proof of rather wide applicability. The theorem in ques
tion is as follows: 

Let 

(7.19) f(m) = 'Ef(P)ppM 
P 

be a strongly additive function and set 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

Assume that 

(7.22) 

An = 2L, > 
P<n P 

P<n P 

B«->™, ƒ(/>)= 0(1), 

and denote by fe„(w) the number of integers m, l^m^n, for which 

(7.23) f(m)<An + o>BT; 

then 

(7.24) lim —-Ï- = (27T)-1'2 f " e-^iHu. 
n-><» ft J -̂ oo 

Considering first the truncated function 

fk(tn) = Y,f(p)pp(m) 
P<k 

one shows by a direct application of the central limit theorem that 
the density of integers m for which 

(7.25) jk{m) <Ah + »B? 
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'"du. 

approaches, as &—»oo, the normal integral 

(2a-)-1'2 f e-^IHu. 
%J — O O 

This can be restated as follows: 
If l(nf k; co) is the number of integers m, l ^ m | » , for which (7.25) 

holds, then 
Un, k; ai) rw , 

(7.26) lim iim = {2TT)~1^ I e~»2i 
k—>oo n-»<» fl J ^.^ 

The crucial point is now to convert (7.26) into 

l(n, an, co) c w 

(7.27) lim - L U Ü - L = ^TT)"1 '2 I « r * ' ^ 
n->oo W • / —oo 

where an—»<*>. 
This can be done if 

(7.28) otn = »*<»>, ^(») -> 0, an -> oo, 

but in the proof one needs a precise estimate of the number of integers 
not greater than N not divisible by primes less than KN (in the limit 
as iV—»oo faster than each fixed power of KN). Such an estimate can 
be obtained by Brun's method.8 In contrast to Erdös [2] one needs 
here the full strength of this method. Finally, choosing \l/{n) in such a 
way that 

(7.29) l/*(n) = o(Bn) 

and using the assumption f(p) =0(1) , one shows that the errors in
troduced by replacing ƒ(m), Ant Bn by /«n(m), Aan, Ban are negligible 
and thus derives (7.24) from (7.27). 

Let us also mention that from (7.12) one obtains by a very simple 
argument the following result: 

If d(m) denotes the number of divisors of m and rn(o)) the number 
of integers m, 1 ^rn^n, for which 

(7.30) d(m) < 2!« k»+«o« fc*>1/2, 

then (Kac [7]) 
8 A book devoted to Brun's method and its applications is being prepared by W. J. 

Harrington and J. B. Rosser. We also take this opportunity to correct a few minor 
omissions and misprints in Erdös and Kac [ l ] : (a) in the statement of Lemma 3 it 
should be added that the O-estimate is uniform in i; (b) in formula (iii) on p. 741 
+ should be replaced by — ; (c) in the last formula of §4 (p. 742) 0(1) should be re
placed by ö(l). 
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.. 'ni*») 
lim n J -eo 

8. Further extensions. An important extension of (7.24) was stated 
without proof by Erdös [3]. His theorem is as follows: 

Denoting by &n(<oi, u*) the number of integers m, l^rn^n, for 
which simultaneously 

(8.1) 
1/2 

f(m) < An + o)iBn , M +1)< 
we have under the assumptions (7.22) 

(8.2) 
kn((ûi9 C02) 

l im = 
n->oo n 

iffV 

A n + ù)2Bn 

rf+»2>>iHudv. 

The intrinsic interest of this result (which can be extended t o / ( m ) , 
jf(ra + l ) , • • • ,f(tn+r), for each fixed r), and the fact that the 
method of proof is little known to number theorists made it seem 
worth while to supply a detailed proof. This was done by LeVeque 
[ l ] who also pointed out the following corollaries: 

If tn(co) and sn(œ) denote, respectively, the number of integers m, 1 
^m^n, for which 

(8.3) v(m) < vim + 1) + «(2 Ig lg n)l'\ 

(8.4) d{m) < d(m + 1)2«<«« W * f 

then 

tn(o>) Sn(0)) C^ 2 
(8.5) lim — - = lim — - = ^w)-1'* I e^iHu. 

n-*» ft n—K*> U J —00 

In the particular case co = 0, (8.5) was proved by Erdös [4] in 1936. 
The proof of (8.2) utilizes the fact that f kim) and fk(m + l) are sta

tistically independent (for every fixed k) and again makes use of 
Brun's method. The application of Brun's method is in this case 
considerably more tedious inasmuch as one needs the so-called two 
residue case. 

Several other applications of the central limit theorem can be 
found in Erdös [3]. 

9. Kolmogoroff's "three series" theorem in the theory of additive 
functions. An important and interesting problem which received 
considerable attention in the literature was to decide under what 
conditions a strongly additive function 
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(9.1) ƒ ( » ) - £ ƒ (*W«) 
V 

possesses a distribution function. We say that the distribution func
tion <r(ù)) is the distribution function of/(m), if the density of integers 
for which f(m)<o) exists and is equal to o-(co) at each continuity 
point of <r. I t may also be noted that the case of general additive 
functions can be reduced to the case of strongly additive ones (Erdös 
[5]). 

Generalizing a whole series of results (Schoenberg [l; 2] , Daven
port [ l ] , Erdös [5; 6]) Erdös [7] proved in 1938 that the convergence 
of the series 

(9.2) E ^ and S ™ » . 
V P P P 

where 

(9.3) f(p)-tm | / W l S 1 ' 

is a sufficient condition for the existence of the distribution function of 
f(fn). The result is best understood by bringing out its probabilistic 
nature (Erdös and Wintner [ l ] ) . If we consider the truncated func
tion 

(9.4) fh(m) = E / ( # ) P P ( » ) , 

we see that it possesses a distribution function ^(w) identical with 
the distribution function of 

(9.5) St-EMX» 
P<k 

where the Xp's are independent random variables such that 

(9.6) Prob. {Xp = 0} = 1 - 1/p, Prob. {Xp = l} = 1/p. 

The Fourier-Stieltjes transform of o*fc(co) is thus 

(9.7) L*(0 = f *e*"d<rk(<») = u i 1 + — e**"A. 
J-oo p<k\ P P / 

By Kolmogoroff's three series theorem (Kolmogoroff [ l ; 2]) conver
gence of the series (9.2) implies convergence with probability 1 (and 
hence convergence in probability) of the sequence (9.5) and conse
quently the existence of a distribution function cr(co) such that 
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(9 . 8) L(Q = f °Vw<r(co) = I I ( 1 + — <^ / ( p ) ) . 
J -co P \ P P / 

The distribution function or(co) is then the distribution function of the 
infinite series 

(9.9) £ƒ(#)* , . 

In the case of number theoretic functions, convergence, as k—> <», of 
/fc(m) to f(m) for every m is trivial, but because density is only a 
finitely additive measure, one cannot draw the conclusion that f(m) 
has a distribution function. Even if we knew that the distribution 
function of f(m) exists it still would not follow that it must be the 
limit of (Tk((*)). It is, however, not difficult to show (Erdös [7, Lemma 
l]) that if the series (9.2) converge,/^(m) approaches ƒ (m) in measure, 
tha t is, the upper density of integers for which |f(m) — /&(m) | è « 
approaches 0, as k—»<*>, for every e > 0 . This, together with the fact 
that(T;fc(co)—»<7(co), implies thatcr(co) is indeed the distribution function 
of f(tn). Since, by Kolmogoroffs theorem, convergence of the series 
(9.2) is also a necessary condition for convergence of ak(o>) to o"(co), 
it was natural to conjecture that it is also a necessary condition for 
the existence of the distribution function of f(rn). This indeed is the 
case (Erdös and Wintner [l]) although the proof is somewhat less 
elementary (it depends, for instance, on the result of Erdös and 
Kac [1]). 

Finally, let us mention that from a general result of P. Levy [ l ] it 
follows that (T(CO) is continuous if and only if the series 

(9.10) E ^ 
f(p)*o p 

diverges. This was also proved by Erdös [7] by elementary number 
theoretic considerations. 
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